Abstract. The mini-workshop Differentiable Ergodic Theory, Dimension Theory and Stable Foliations brought together experts in thermodynamical formalism, hyperbolic dynamics and dimension theory from several countries. The geographic representation was broad, from Europe, USA and Japan. All participants gave interesting 1-hour talks, and there was organized also an open problem session, where directions for future work and many open problems were discussed. Among the topics presented/discussed in the workshop, there were ones related to dimension theory and probability measures on fractals, various types of hyperbolicity, systems with overlaps, complex dynamics and iterated function systems.
Introduction by the Organisers
The mini-workshop Differentiable Ergodic Theory, Dimension Theory and Stable Foliations, organised by Eugen Mihailescu (Bucharest) and Bernd Stratmann (Bremen) was attended by participants with broad geographic representation, from USA, France, Romania, Sweden, Germany, Poland, Hungary, Japan, etc.
The workshop was an excellent blend of known researchers, with various and relatively close interests in dynamics and ergodic theory. The participants were at various career stages, from senior researchers to postdocs and finishing doctoral students.
The main topics of the workshop were dimension theory for smooth dynamical systems or iterated function systems, thermodynamic formalism, ergodic theory, hyperbolic dynamics, complex dynamics and probability theory on fractals.
Every participant gave a research talk of approximately 1 hour, and the talks were attended by all participants. Moreover, on Friday we had a very interesting and lively open problem session, where most of the participants proposed or discussed various open problems, in a stimulating and informal atmosphere. Besides the regular talks and the open problem session, the workshop generated many informal discussions between the participants, and the continuation or starting of research projects in dynamical systems and ergodic theory.
The talks which were presented and the open problems discussed in this workshop, covered several new directions at the fringes of current research in dimension theory and thermodynamical formalism.
M. Urbański talked about geometric rigidity in the theory of Kleinian groups, and applications to properties and estimates of the Hausdorff dimension of limit sets of Kleinian groups, and applications to complex dynamics of one variable. J. Schmeling talked about the Fourier dimension, and several properties and applications of modified versions of the Fourier dimension, studied jointly with F. Ekström and T. Persson. A. Zdunik studied jointly with M. Urbański, the (Hölder) continuity of the numerical values of Hausdorff measures for families of conformal systems, namely iterated function systems with Strong Separation Condition, and analytic families of conformal expanding repellers in C. B. Saussol presented joint work with F. Pène about statistical properties and the Poisson law in the non-uniformly hyperbolic setting, and especially when the rate of mixing is polynomial. E. Mihailescu talked about joint work with M. Urbański on asymptotic measure-theoretic degrees and the Hausdorff dimension of stable slices, and about equilibrium measures in non-invertible systems with applications to holomorphic dynamics in P 2 . T. Persson talked about the typical behaviour of limsup-sets E(v), obtained by using random independent and uniformly distributed vectors All the topics presented in the workshop are detailed below. As a conclusion, we had a very interesting and productive workshop in Oberwolfach, which will generate new ideas and joint projects in the future. 
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